Shut Down Racism,
War and Bigotry!
March on 1 year anniversary of Trump
When Trump and the 1% attack, we will fight back! @answerchicago on twitter and facebook
A year into his and presidency, Trump, the 1% and the establishment, feeling more confident that they
will not have to face resistance in the streets, have gone on the offensive, approving the racist travel
ban, empowering racist police departments and ICE, attacking Native lands and the environment,
passing the Tax Plan assault, threatening LGBTQ rights with the
phony “religious liberty” nonsense, funding and escalating the
Saudi genocide in Yemen, preparing for a disastrous war against
perhaps Korea or Iran, backing an election coup in Honduras,
threatening net neutrality, attacking the Arab and Muslim world by
declaring Jerusalem the capital of Israel and much, much more.

Jan
21
1 pm

Trump Tower
March to La Salle St.

We will not be idle! We will not wait another minute, month or year
to take action. We will march in the largest numbers possible.
Spread the word! Bring your signs, banners and voices of
resistance!
Trump and the congress of millionaire’s agenda of unrestrained
capitalism and white supremacy and the warmongering and fake
resistance of democratic politicians can only be defeated by a
united people’s movement to stop racist police terror, imperialist
war, environmental destruction, the fascist mobilization and the
attacks on immigrants and all oppressed people.

We stand with and will continue to defend
immigrants, LGBTQ people, Muslims, People of
Color, women, workers, the youth, poor people, the
disabled and all those who are under attack!
The initiating cosponsors of this action
are BLM Women of Faith, Answer Chicago &
People United Against Oppression.
Additional cosponsors: Chicago Students Union;
Freedom First International; Gay Liberation
Network; Illinois Green Party; Centro Autónomo
de Albany Park, Chicago; Anakbayan Chicago:
International Coalition for Human Rights in the
Philippines - Midwest; Free from Harm; Chicago
Chapter of Veterans for Peace; La Voz de los
de Abajo; Chicago Campaign to Expose Crisis
Pregnancy Centers; Kofi Ademola, an activist
in the Movement for Black Lives; International
Socialist Organization; Refuse Fascism Chicago;
Chicago Workers World Party; The Party for
Socialism and Liberation Chicago; Chicagoland
Teamsters Against chump; Albany Park, North
Park, Mayfair Neighbors for Peace and Justice;
Chicago Stop Moving Backwards; No War on North Korea; Party for Socialism & Liberation Milwaukee; Wisconsin Bail Out The People Movement; March 19th Anti-War Coalition

